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abolition of climbers' guide-books altogether. Now the climber in a hurry can go straight
to those routes most worthy of his attention; the climber with more leisure, and perhaps
more enterprise, can use the book to find the crags and then cast about for himself if he
so wishes. It may still have been a mistake to cover toO wide a range of climbing ability
inside one cover. A guide·book which concentrated on the rabbit and ignored the hyper
expert would not come amiss'in the climbing world today. In the meantime these 2
books are an interesting step in what may well prove a right direction.

Chair Ladder and the South Coast (Climbers' Club Guides to West Penwith) Robert
Moulton and Terry Thompson (Climbers' Club and BMC, 1975, pp 154, no price given)
This is one of 2 guides covering the sea cliffs of W Penwith, i.e. the area of Cornwall to
the W of Hayle. It deals with climbs on the S of the peninsula on the stretch of cliffs
between Sennen in the W round to Lamorna Cove in the E. It is a revised version of
Vivian Stephenson's first edition produced in 1966. It contains good maps and diagrams
and should be a useful guide to an area containing some fine sea-cliff climbing.

The Cairngorms Adam Watson (Scottish Mountaineering Club District Guide, Scottish
Mountaineering Trust, 1975, pp 303, 52 illustrations and 15 maps) This, a rewritten
fifth edition of a guide which last appeared in 1968, is not aimed exclusively at the
climber but at all people with a broad interest in such mountain regions. However, each
chapter contains a general description of some of the best climbs, both hard and easy, in
addition to walking routes, but the size of the book-is in keeping with its broader scope.

In addition to 78 pages of general information about the region, there are individual
chapters on 15 separate areas, each with its own sketch map. Metric heights and
distances are used in these maps as a help to the unconverted, but the text gives heights
of major summits in feet also. There is an excellent selection of photographs-the book is
a very important contribution to the lirerature of rhe region.

The Northern Highlands Tom Strang (Scottish Mountaineering Club Districr Guide,
Scottish Mountaineering Trust, 1975, pp 258, 40 illustrations and 8 maps) This, the
second edition of the new series which first appeared in 1970, is another of the series of
SMC District Guides. The area covered remains the same and includes the mountains in
the N half of Ross-shire, the whole of Sutherland and the SW corner of Caithness. The
process of metrication has not been carried as far in this guide as in the Cairngorm guide
mentioned above, to which it is similar in layout, intent and high standard.

The following guide-books are noted:

Winter Climbs in North Wales Rick Newcombe (Cicerone Press, £1.00)

The Western Outcrops Ken Crockett (Nevisport, £1.10)

Rock Climbs in Lancashire and the North West Les Ainsworth (Cicerone Press, £2.00)
A new guide to the Swanage Cliffs is in preparation which will cover more than 150

climbs, mostly of the higher grades. Alec Sharp is writing a new guide to Clogwyn du'r
Arddu for the Climbers' Club. An article by Rab Carrington reviewing climbing on the
Great Buttress of Carn Dearg, Ben Nevis, appeared in 'Mountain' 46 27.

Equipment and Technique
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There seems to be little to report in the way of general improvements in equipment in
the last year. On the other hand, prices continue to increase at an alarming rate
although it is obvious that this does not prevent people getting to mountains with an
array of equipment which would have astonished mountaineers and climbers of the not
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too distant past. So many items nowadays are considered indispensable which were
simply not available only a short while ago, and the uninitiated mIght be forgiven for
wondering how any progress was possible in the past at all. Anyone attempting to climb
Everest in a Norfolk jacket (if they could find one) would not be taken very seriously
these days, al though they were standard equipment at one time-perhaps there is a moral
here.

However, careful choice of equipment and the development of some new items was
clearly an important part of the organisation of the successful ascent of the SW Face of
Everest. The Macinnes 'boxes' were perhaps most noteworthy, being stronger, warmer
and easier to erect than previous tents of this type. A solid built-in platform served as the
floor, light plastic foam provided insulation and 'bullet proof' nylon outer fabric some
measure of protection against falling stones, a bane of high altitude camps. In fact, the
potential for sitting out bad weather more comfortably than previously possible in these
tents was not tested to any great degree during the expedition. Another item of prime
importance to the expedition, the oxygen equipment, evidently proved less satisfactory,
icing-up being experienced by all 3 summit parties and leading to a substantial loss of
time. Haston and Scott might well have avoided the unpleasant bivouac at the S Summit
if this vital equipment had functioned properly. Evidently, the ultimate high altitude
breathing apparatus has still to be developed.

As usual, there are some points of debate. The use of chalk or resin on the more
difficult rock climbs, a habit we have imported from the United States, is becoming
much more prevalent. It is felt that their use is more widespread than is really justified,
and apart from aesthetic considerations, they remove some of the difficulty for sub
sequent climbers by indicating the whereabouts of holds. Devotees of their use claim
that rain removes the traces, but this is apparently not the case, the holds becoming
coated with a slimy mixture of chalk or resin. The recent widespread use of climbing
walls is another practice which is causing concern, since in the interests of safety the
educational bodies reponsible for them are regulating their use in a way incompatible
with accepted climbing ethics. The BMC held a symposium in May to consider this
problem ('Mountain' 44 14).

On p 48, Joe Tasker discusses the equipment necessary for an attempt on the Eiger
North Face, and on p 133, Bob Brigham considers the evolution of the design of the
climbing boot.

Science Notes
Peter Stubbs
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Climatology
What causes ice ages to OCCut has long proved a thorny puzzle, one difficult aspect of
which is the suggestion of periodicity when you look deep into the geological past at the
evidence of earlier freeze-ups than our familiar Quaternary 'Ice Age'. A major new
theory appeared last year-from an astronomer-which has all the makings of plausi
bility. Professor W. H. McCrea of Sussex University suggested that the cause is cosmo
logical. As well as our annual period of rotation about the Sun, the whole solar system
revolves around the Galaxy. The period of this roundabout is only approximately
known, but is of the order of a few hundreds of millions of years-about right to agree
with that of ice ages. McCrea believes that, in its passage around the Galaxy, the solar
system twice encounters lanes of interstellar dust corresponding to the 2 spiral arms of
the Galaxy. When that happens extra matter falling on the Sun increases the temperature
of its surface. Paradoxically, the process cools down the Earth's surface (and presumably
those of the other planets) because the increased solar radiation steps up the Earth's
cloud cover by evaporation; the added brightness results in greatly enhanced reflectivity
so that the Earth itself cannot warm up as much.

The new theory gains credence from two unusual sources. In Australia new work
produced, independently of McCrea's ideas, a more accu~ate assessment of ice-age
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